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Monday, May 5th.
Hurrah! Bright and sunny. Workmen arrived 0830, two started to prepare for varnishing, Sam (the service manager), Marijan, the electrician and Vele the engineer. A full engine service was done including a gear oil change – the exhaust elbow I was still not happy with (I’d had it re-welded in Cagliari) was taken away. We will check the stuffing box on lift out. Batteries were load tested, two dead and two very weak, so 4 new Trojan 100Ahr AGM batteries ordered up. The generator start motor has also been removed. I’m now living in a workshop.
Tuesday May 6th.
The ‘fridge is too cold. Two refrigerator chaps arrived and changed one thermostat but I forgot to tell them that the thermostats are crossed wired, what a Charlie! –they’ll return tomorrow. I dropped the dinghy, then removed all side lines and elevated all the blocks with string for the varnish preparations and soon three men were busy scraping away. The gas stove was removed and taken away for servicing which allowed me to thoroughly clean behind. Marijan installed the new batteries and added spacing blocks wrapped up in silver paper, as he said, they might look like drug packages to customs!!! The Pactor 3 modem defeated him. The exhaust elbow was replaced and likewise the generator starter motor and the generator fully serviced. Vele speaks no English so it was difficult to explain that a) the impeller is above sea level so there was no need to close off the sea cock and b) that the generator self primes. The gas stove was also returned, great to have the piezo working again. I continued to clean the bright work inside. Jonbuoy MOB module, Jotron Tron 45S EPIRB, staysail and gas cylinders all removed for servicing/re-filling. What an impressive 48 hours, we had 9 men working on the boat today, much achieved in such a short space of time. This is a comprehensive workshop with Germanic efficiency and very different from the happy go lucky Caribbean! Around 2200 I walked to Restoran Kremik and sent off my Blue Mountain birthday greetings to Noah and my emails including my boat log.
Wednesday May 7th.
The preparation for the varnishing proceeded apace. I cleaned the gas stove and the galley bright work. This extended to the kettle but in the process the handle was broken so pouring boiling water is now somewhat hazardous. I removed all the rigging tape and sprayed the bottle screws with silicone. Of some concern is the tendency for the lower forestay bolt to back out, it being only retained by the clevis pin; -we nearly lost the forestay in the N Atlantic! The ‘fridge chaps returned, replaced the second thermostat AND corrected the crossed wiring at the compressors (after I’d emptied the stbd locker yet again). I had a long chat with the man in the chandlery where I bought my silicone spray. He once was a merchant shipping captain on huge containers until he suffered a car crash with his radio operator. They went over a cliff and were trapped with horrific injuries until found 5 hours later. He was the least seriously injured but had multiple fractures in his R forearm and these was not splinted when extracted from the car and he lost the use of his hand. He spent 75,000 US$ on surgery in Switzerland but was unable to claim any recompense and of course it was the end of his distinguished career. A tragic story.



Thursday May 8th.
Alas it’s raining. Rather anticipating this I had removed the cockpit table, the drinks rack and the runt board (lovely expression that for the helm’s platform!) so hopefully they are being prepared in the workshop. It brightened pm but work on the woodwork was not resumed, though the carpenter did bring samples but far too dark. Later I extracted a tin of Sikkens Cetol and took it to him to test and to try and match the colour.  Gas cylinders returned and the bow light was removed for replacement but otherwise a day spent reading. There was sad news in that Sem’s mother, aged 82, died yesterday, unexpectedly.
Friday May 9th.
Disaster morning, magnificent evening. Dennis is complaining that it is very difficult to prepare the starboard woodwork hanging over the side and his work has slackened. We should be on the hard.  Marijan came to replace the bow light, which of course had a different fitting so we had to adapt and drill holes to fit, but then I did not want an external wire connection even if heat sealed (too bulky) so he decided to use a nylon pull through but the connection was only taped!! – (No Bunell suture, a la tendon repairs) and lost it. We actually managed to retrieve the end by detaching the port side pulpit but then the pull through broke! We shall now have to cut into the pulpit rails and meantime I have no port side guardrails! He also replaced the small bilge pump I had installed in the “safety locker” to drain sea water that collects there after servicing the knot meter but when connected up it did not work. So two problems to be resolved Monday. At least the outboard was serviced. Now it’s the Ave Maria de la floret festival in Primosten and those workers from Primosten were allowed to leave at midday, of course both Dennis & Marijan are from Primosten! I decided to take a look, showered and at 1830 took a taxi there. The original village was on an island and fortified to protect it from the Turks. Its narrow streets were charming and so clean. It is now connected to the town by a causeway. I walked to the garlanded church on the summit, it was packed and the service was relayed to those outside. I had an excellent meal at the Staro Selo restaurant – medallion of monkfish in wine and prawn sauce with sautéed zucchini followed by home made semifreddo. The honey brandy to start and the coffee to finish were on the house. The old town filled up. There were fireworks at 2100, then a large band it the town square entertained us all. As night fell the bay was lit up by encircling fires and on the opposite hill Ave Marie appeared. Magic. It was a starlit night under a ¾ moon so I walked back to Kremik, an hour’s good exercise.
Saturday May 10th.
Workshop only open until midday and closed Sunday. The first 3 days were excellent but we are now behind schedule and I rather blame the head carpenter who speaks no English. Sem is away and the leadership has slipped, the carpenter does not seem to be working to a deadline, we should have been hauled out Thursday and all the preparation should have been finished for he probably needs 7 days to get 7 coats of varnish on and that is also dependent on the weather! Time for action. I went to the office and asked the fabricator to visit and when he did so I ascertained that he can do the pulpit work while on the hard, so I shall demand lift out first thing Monday! I set to to prepare the companionway for varnishing and worked steadily scraping away from 0900 to 1645 (one cannot burn off because that would damage GRP). It’s hard work and my R hand and arm aches. After tea and my penultimate slice of Rae’s cake I cleaned the companionway instrument pod of all the old silicone sealant. I was pleased with my day’s work and watched the clock assiduously and at 1830 I was at the Restoran Kremik to contact Rae on Julia’s Facetime only to find I’m a day too early for our weekly chat!! I stayed for a BBQ’d sea bass, spinach and the occasional potato.
Sunday May 11th.
Really a frustrating day. I did haul up the dinghy and did my laundry, but it was blowing so hard outside that I hung up all my washing on lines inside. Otherwise I read. I finished the lengthy tome “Scotland. The birth of a Nation” by David Ross and studied batteries, charging and alternators in Nigel Calder’s “Boatowner’s Mechanical & Electrical Manual”. I even revised the resolution of the PZX triangle!! Lovely chat with Rae, Julia & the grandchildren this time on the correct schedule. Bakewell Cottage is undergoing renovations and apparently the computer is in hibernation so Noah has yet to receive my Blue Mountain birthday wishes. I failed to contact JAL but at least he had sent a message appreciating my log! I wrote an update report for the yard praising the first three-day’s progress but critical thereafter.
Monday May 12th.
I was sitting outside Servis Kremik at 0750 to present Christiana at 0800 with my comments; she was reassuring, (and alluring!). Marijan laboured on the bow light and sought advice and a pull through was established via just one access hole, the bow light successfully connected and the pulpit re-secured. I’d ordered a car from Petak in Sibenik (much cheaper than the marina) for a week from 4pm and phoned to postpone a day but it was convenient for them to sign the papers as arranged and I’ve gained an extra day. It’s a glorious sunny day and Sem’s back, he’d read my update and run the riot act and an extra man appeared to help Dennis. I was half way through enjoying my lunch when PD was called for the lift out –typical! I insisted that they organised and used their dinghy (for insurance purposes) and as a result could video the proceedings. After bottom clean Pipe Dream was settled in the far corner of the yard. So I now clamber up a ladder to my lofty perch and look out through 180° over vineyards some ten metres away. It will be strange going to sleep with no movement and no creaking of the lines. However I’m a long way from the facilities and I actually drove to Restoran Kremik to keep my WiFi appointments. I was setting up to Skype JAL when Phil came on line. He thought he was Skyping Rae but clearly has the AWAY address i.e. my laptop! Nice but brief chat because then Jono appeared on FaceTime. He has done wonders with his garden, a work still in progress. Rae was busy preparing supper but in good spirits though sadly the news from Belgium was disappointing, and Giudy looked blooming. Next Alastair appeared on FaceTime, a good connection and splendid chat with him, Maggie & Val, the latter wanting a sight of my logs. I sent an email to Hugo at Sopromar, informing Lagos of my plans and requesting a note re the anti fouling last used ?International Micron. Supper was another of these Croatian microwaveable dishes but they are not complete meals and rice and beans supplemented this one!


Tuesday May 13th.
Time for a big shop. There was a problem exiting the marina, I’d thrown away the entry ticket (incidentally the car had been delivered on Saturday the 10th bit of a twizzle expecting me to pay 3 days parking!) I drove to Sibenik and replenished stores at Konzum part of a huge shopping complex on the outskirts but no luck finding cling film or a kettle. I continued on into the centre and a helpful guy instructed me to park (where I forgot to take the ticket at 1128!) and directed me to the town square and a shop near to a garage. In the first shop I tried I obtained my cling film and across the road glory be my whistling kettle! I stopped at a café opposite the Kanal S Ante, the narrow passage into Luka Sibenik, and from where last year I visited lovely Skradin. The National Park there, has the remains of the second hydroelectric AC plant in the world – the first to be completed was at the Niagara Falls, but in fact Sibenik received electricity first, in 1895, a year before the long lines to Chicago were completed.  The site on which Sibenik stands has been inhabited for thousands of years. The Illyrians, Greeks and Romans all had settlements in the area. The town is now rather an inelegant industrial place, about the only other feature of note being the unusual barrel-vaulted cathedral of Sv. Jakov. Around the outside is a frieze of 71 stone heads, which are reputed to be portraits of local citizens who refused to contribute to the building costs! Now that’s an unusual way to be immortalized!  I was back on PD and all stowed by 1330 -a most successful expedition. At 1530, at last, they have started varnishing using clear varnish. The steak I’d bought was huge and as usual I’d prepared more then enough potatoes, onions, carrots & peas so the lot could be divided and I’ll have the same tomorrow. It was a jolly good steak too. Around 2030 it started to rain with lightening but no thunder so I donned my anorak and headlight and erected the bimini and infill. Should it rain tomorrow at least Dennis can varnish the companionway surround.  On Monday there was a couple on a yacht in the boatyard but they were lifted back in today so now at night I’m the only occupant of the yard tucked away in my corner.
Wednesday May 14th.
It poured throughout the night so not a great deal of sleep. Mosquitoes are a 
wee problem. They buzz and of course linger near a heat source – yours truly. I get up turn on all the lights and usually successfully locate the blighters and zap them with my insect spray. I got 3 today in the small hours; on separate missions, that’s good hunting! Rain collects in the centre of the bimini which leaks; at 0730 I tried to drain it and gave myself a very cold shower precisely down the back of my neck! Dried off and enjoyed my scrambled eggs. I busied myself servicing the sextant then the forklift truck arrived so that I could lower the dinghy and prepare it for painting. Fortunately the rain held off and work resumed. The hull has been prepared for anti fouling, zincs and the bow thrusters removed and a couple of “bruises” epoxied (the aftermath of hitting that concrete block beneath a buoy at Povljana!). At 1530 I took the car to the heads and continued to the very limit of the marina and enjoyed a lovely walk along the foreshore of the bay. Val would have loved the profusion of the flowers. Returning I spotted an undefaced blue ensign on Menvras (Celtic – big rock!) a 60 yr. old “one off” 48 ft. motor sailor rather like a Fisher, and was welcomed aboard by John & Elizabeth Clark. I was invited back when the sun sank below the yardarm, at 1830, and we enjoyed a couple of drams for two hours. He joined HMS President in 1965 and was there for many years so we overlapped. Impressively Elizabeth had been retrieving bolts from the holding tank! Equally impressive was John’s Mobile WiFi, Huawei E5331, which uses a local SIM card and connects via 3G. John’s grandfather was Attorney General in Nigeria and wrote the original constitution for independence. John himself is a retired commercial lawyer, and spent some time seconded to Oman. For many years he edited a newsletter for PROA – the President Retired Officers Association and feels I should join! It’s still cold and very windy; I’ve dug out one of my fan heaters (last used in N Scotland) as I am without my washboards so I cannot close ship down.  Supper was my mustard pork chops!
Thursday May 15th.
0800 3 guys turned up to wash and polish the sides but they desisted after about 15mins. and the hose disappeared elsewhere. I learnt later that the “crud” above the waterline was a problem. PD weighs 18 tons, that’s 3 tons over her official weight and I’m somewhat low in the water so that the antifouling is 3 inches short! Ernest, the yard manager, brought my painting gear and I set about cleaning, sandpapering and priming the dinghy. Happily working away kneeling inside the dinghy my work became alarmingly red, my trouser was soaked in blood! I had to stop for repairs and am now wearing a large pad of melonin held by a substantial crepe bandage. Shades of my old knee problem, I did have kneepads but they are so uncomfortable to work in that I stowed them away! The top lifelines were shortened and I’ve had a spacer added to the forestay tang attachment. The current synoptic situation is that the Adriatic is placed between a ridge of high pressure from the NW and a low from E Europe. So in the Central Adriatic today there are warnings of gusts of NW winds 35 to 70 knots (!) and seas 5/6 (sea 6 is swell of height 4-6m!). I’m glad I’m tucked in here but it’s very cold and I’m clad in 5 layers. The varnishing is a question of dodging the showers and it’s all getting frustrating. My EPIRB and the Jonbuoy MOB module were collected and are now in Split but the report is that the EPIRB is past repair so I’ll have to purchase a new one, and that meant chasing up my call sign and MMSI number. Supper was my mustard pork chops with all the trimmings. At 2200 I’d just completed a light check (all OK except that the stern light needed a tap) and was sitting at the nav desk when the moon appeared over a gap in the hills. I watched spellbound for 3½ mins until the lower limb of a full moon cleared, a beautiful sight.
Friday May 16th.
Polishing resumed and antifouling started –International micron, 2 coats and I’m going back to navy blue. The propeller and rope cutter are sparkling, anodes replaced, prop greased and I’ve added ORCA to the blades. Ernest & Branco arrived, the aft head to holding tank stopcock was moved (I’m just too weak!), the AirCon filter sorted, and the unwanted step in the hawse pipe will be glassed over. In between these diversions I painted the dinghy but ¾ through I had to desist when it rained. After a brief lunch I re-taped all the rigging screws. In checking the stuffing box I had to move the aft cabin bedding and was dismayed to find it stained. I’ve had no problems with bedding in either cabin before, and somehow the aft cabin must have become damp. Anyway Ernest kindly offered to accompany me to Primosten but that launderette was closed so option B was a lady cleaner, in reception, who took all, to be returned latest Tuesday.  Received the splendid news from Rae that Jono & Giudy are expecting a boy, so wrote her an email, transferred some funds and ordered the Mobile WiFi unit from Amazon to be sent to Colin my next crew, with a request to him to bring out some Yorkshire tea! Good chat with Ros, sorry to learn that T & D have medical problems, clearly Thelma made the right decision, as it would be inappropriate for her to travel to Sardinia.
Saturday May 17th.
More varnishing & polishing. The bow thruster was removed for anti fouling, which I found impressive and it was replaced looking as new. Indeed the propeller and rope cutter likewise have never been acid cleaned so thoroughly. The hawse pipe was glass fibred to remove a step, which was causing the anchor chain to back up when weighing. I sand papered the 25% of the dinghy hull affected by the rain and added the second coat. I then started to sort through all my lockers. The yard stopped working at 1500, Dennis is working overtime tomorrow to add the sixth coat. It’s very easy to get carried away with all this work so I forced myself to stop & change and drive to Trogir, along the road which Rae & I travelled en route to Split. It passed the anchorage I have used the most at the top end of Luka Rogoznica, it’s interesting to see the coastline from a shore side perspective. I parked in a factory car park behind the ACI marina where Rae & I met up with James (one of my Atlantic crew) and spoke with Toni in reception but she was unable to guarantee me a berth on Friday (not sure I want one at 80€/night, though I’d get a 20% reduction as an ACI berth holder). She recommended the dono Dino restaurant in the old town. It was a great pity I was too late for the walking tour at 1900 and what a pity Rae & I missed out on this gem (I was then of course brought low with acute cholecystitis). The old town is on a small island, it’s charming with narrow twisting walkways, little shops and numerous hostelries. Mine did not disappoint though it was a rather strange beef stroganoff. I had quite a chat with my waiter, Carlo. He said he had a degree in finance but like so many of the ordinary folk out here he had difficulty finding employment without political contacts, and bemoaned politicians and corruption. I ordered a ¼ carafe of wine but he brought one glass of Bat wine (without first asking) saying it was better than the commercial wine used in the carafes. It was from central Croatia and made from the Plavac grape and then it transpired that his family produced the wine! At the end of my meal I asked for my bill but was asked “cash or card?” So being me, I again asked for my bill and said then I would decide. He said the price was the same and so did a Norwegian lady who had been coming to this restaurant for 7 years! I still did not get a written bill but was told 216kn, OK I’ll pay cash whereupon the printed bill appeared for 180kn. It was a lovely evening and interesting company but it is a shame that when the culture in high places is politically corrupt, that, inevitably seeps downwards so that ordinary folk bemoaning the pervasive culture actually become part of it. I mentioned the factory car park above for when I reached my car I was locked in!! With the help of a marina guard making a telephone call I managed extraction and was back at PD by 2200 and retrieved my ladder to climb aboard (I have no wash boards so cannot lock up but the boatyard is probably safe).
Sunday May 18th.
Showered, shaved and breakfasted and well into tackling the saloon lockers before Dennis arrived! After completing my survey of all the storage areas I started on polishing all the interior woodwork, a two-day job, and exhausted my 3 spray canisters of polish- I have the aft cabin & port side saloon still to do. Washing & polishing all the glasses took me nicely up to my scheduled FaceTime calls at 2000 (1900 BST). No luck with Rae then I found her email and she was at the Israel reunion at the Cumberland Hotel, good chat with Alastair and Jono. I had 3 peppers needing to be used so supper was stuffed pepper and I’ll have the same for the next two nights. The weather is improving and should be OK for leaving at the end of the week. 
Monday May 19th.
Hectic day. It started by me clearing the locker below the sink – my how does one accumulate so many rags!! The final coat of varnish was applied and the hull polishing completed. The anchor was re-attached and the hole in the pulpit filled with Sikaflex. My EPIRB and Jonbuoy were returned. Initially I was not too happy in that my Jontron has been replaced with a McCurdo SE406 II, yellow and rather squat so I had some difficulty covering the marks left by the old Jontron bracket, (solved by using the supplied instruction sticker).  Total cost 1200€ or 9,000 kn for cash, saving the 25% tax! Battery technology has improved enormously, the EPIRB battery will not need to be changed until 2020. At 1300 the lift arrived so that PD could be held in slings and the supports removed to allow the contact areas to be antifouled. The companionway instruments were replaced using SS screws, this time! Despite my repeatedly saying that the forklift was needed to elevate the dinghy sufficiently to reach the davit falls, with the lift in place there was no room. Anyway lots of men were summoned to manhandle the dinghy to a platform and then up to the davit falls. At 1430 PD was eased though the yard and we splashed at 1500. I lay in the dock while the carpenter & Dennis continued to work fixing the metal strip from a dory. Eventually at 1630 I motored back to J pontoon. The new SS strip to replace that damaged in Simuni is 18 in too short!! I had brought the remnant but obviously a piece had broken off but clearly the measurement should have been taken from the gap – it will not do to simply insert a short strip. On checking I also found a wire hanging loose from the Pactor 3 modem and as it was outboard try as I might I could not reach the socket. So, a few further jobs for tomorrow, including servicing the winches. I continued to work rigging the boat had my second stuffed pepper at 2000 and in the twilight hoisted and secured the staysail. We are finally getting there. 
Tuesday May 20th.
Up at 0600. I’d found a fourth can of furniture polish so that covered the aft bulkhead and aft cabin. At 0800 I was round to the office to discuss paying my bills and to insist on a new SS strip and by 0900 was on the road to Sibenik and the excellent Konzum supermarket. Another huge shop and although I managed to find stamps for my PC to Rae and for the letter to register the EPIRB it is surprising that the huge complex had no post box, and I had to detour to Primosten to find one.  At last I could finish off the polishing inside and then washed down and cleaned topside. Half way through the latter my hose connection burst asunder and while I was below searching for a replacement the Norwegian skipper next door stepped in and re-connected me. Supper was my third stuffed pepper!!  Behind me and next to the fuel dock are some large jet skis and a shore side tent?  Steve, Casey, Pat & Jacob came round to PD for a beer. They are four young Americans going round the world on jet skis!!  What an interesting story. They were iced in in the Baring Strait and had to be rescued by a Canadian ice breaker. They thought that as Croatia is in the EU there would be few restrictions, wrong, were picked up by the Croatian border police and have each had to pay several fines. I looked up Albania for them in my pilot – there are a lot of formalities there and few yachtsmen visit.  See dangrerouswaterstv.com                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

